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 Closed Monday

GardeN
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e: joel@lincolnmemorialgarden.org

www.lincolnmemorialgarden.org
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Lunch in Bloom
scheduled for May 22
by Helen Adorjan

On the trail with  
eastern bluebirds
by Kathy Andrews Wright

Perched on a low-slung branch over the open 

prairie landscape of Lincoln Memorial Garden, the 

eastern bluebird heralds the onset of spring with its 

low-pitched, warbling song. Vividly feathered in deep 

blue and rusty red, the male bluebird proclaims his 

interest to a nearby, more subtly colored female. 

Considered a medium-distance migrant, the 

eastern bluebird is a common migrant—spring 

migrants arrive in Illinois as early as February—and 

summer resident throughout Illinois. Eastern bluebirds 

typically winter in the southern reaches of the state. 

Lunch in Bloom is back!!! 
After a 2-year hiatus because of the pandemic, the 

event is back on the calendar, with all its charm of past 
years—the food, the friends and the excitement of a 
raffle. Garden friends are once again invited to gather 
at the Island Bay Yacht Club for this Spring Soiree.

DATE:  Sunday, May 22, 2022, at Island Bay Yacht 
Club from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

MENU:  A delicious buffet luncheon with both a 
Macadamia Nut and Panko Breast of Chicken and 
Oven Roasted White Fish with a Butter Sauce. And, of 
course, all the accoutrements. 

The vegetarian option will feature Portabella 
Mushrooms Stuffed with Spinach. A similar gluten-free 
meal will be available upon request. The children’s 
menu (for 12 and under) will be Chicken Strips 
and Tater Tots. Luncheons include dessert as well as 
beverages—iced tea, lemonade and coffee.

A cash bar, with wine, beer and soda, will be 
available during the social hour. While friends greet 
one another and exchange pleasantries, the relaxing 
piano music of local talent Ed Clark will be playing in 
the background.

LUNCHEON RESERVATIONS:  Persons 

wishing to attend Lunch in Bloom can register and 

pay online at  the Garden’s website, http://www.

lincolnmemorialgarden.org. Others can mail in their 

requests and payments for luncheon tickets (priced at 

$50 per adult and $20 per kid’s meal).  



Director’s 
Message
by Joel Horwedel

Happy spring!  

As the first 

flowers emerge from 

the ground, the 

Garden kicks into 

full swing with programs and projects. We are 

hopeful that 2022 will be a return to normalcy! 

A huge thank-you goes to all of our Annual 

Fund donors! With your support, we surpassed 

our previous record, and we are so thankful to 

our wonderful, generous members. 

With the approach of spring, we are excited 

to announce the return of Lunch in Bloom, our 

8K Trail Race and our Summer Ecology Camp. 

Additionally, we will be holding our annual 

plant sales in April and May and unveiling our 

iBeacon project for the visually impaired. Later 

this year, we hope to unveil our final plan for 

the Children’s Woodland Garden. 

Several smaller projects are also in the 

works, including a prairie plant inventory, a 

bat monitoring project, new split-rail fencing, a 

large scale bench replacement and a frog survey. 

Please watch our website and Facebook page for 

information regarding these exciting projects 

and more.

At our April meeting, we will say thank 

you to five outgoing board members who 

have played a huge role at the Garden. Max 

Comstock, Scott Germeraad, Tom Skelly, Tom 

Wilkin and Kathy Wright have all served the 

Garden in so many ways, and we will all miss 

them. We are so grateful for their service. 

Please watch your mailbox in May, when our 

annual membership renewals will be sent out. 

As always, please enjoy spring splendor at the 

Garden; I hope to see you out on the trails! 
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LUNCH IN BLOOM — cont’d from page 1

 Session dates time ages Cost
     (Member / Nonmember)

 1 June 6–10 8:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. 6, 7, 8 $175/$215
 2 June 13–17 8:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. 6, 7, 8 FuLL
 3 AM* June 21–24 8:30–11:30 a.m. 4, 5, 6 FuLL
 3 PM* June 21–24 12:30–3:30 p.m. 4, 5, 6 $80/$100
 4 June 27–July 1 8:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. 8, 9, 10 $175/$215
 5 July 11–15 8:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. 9, 10, 11 $175/$215
 6 July 18–22 8:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. 10, 11, 12 $175/$215

 7 July 25–29 8:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. 12–15 $175/$215

* These sessions meet Tuesday through Friday only.

The deadline to RSVP is May 16, 2022. Mail-in requests should include your name and phone 

number, plus the number of each category of ticket wanted (Adult – $50 and Children – $20). 

Any vegetarian or gluten-free meals need to be ordered at this point, as well. In addition, payment 

for tickets should be included as well. These tickets will be held at the Yacht Club to be picked up 

when checking in for the luncheon. (Note: $27 of each adult ticket is tax deductible as is $12 of 

each child’s ticket. Consult your tax advisor for information on this.)

RAFFLE:  All eyes will be on the colorful “Buckets of Bounty” artfully displayed in the Yacht 
Club’s Crow’s Nest, where guests can admire and decide which of the selections they would most 
desire. The four brightly colored gardener buckets—each overflowing with a variety of gifts and fun 
—are the prizes for the lucky raffle winners. The Blue bucket will be filled with items for Summer 
Fun. The Red bucket is for Vibrant Veggies. Green is for Flavorful Herbs. Purple is the Pollinator 
Delight. Raffle tickets will be available at the Yacht Club on the day of the luncheon. 

The raffle will round out the day of casual elegance at the Yacht Club, with fond memories of a 

delightful luncheon spread and the camaraderie of fellow Garden supporters. 

Ecology Camp registration is open!
As spring begins to bloom across the landscape, Lincoln Memorial Garden is getting ready for 

summer, and we invite your children to join us! If you have kids who love nature, mark your calendars 
for this year’s Ecology Camp sessions. Online registration is open now on the Garden’s website. 

Virginia spiderwort, Tradescantia virginiana
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Lincoln Memorial Garden 
Mission

The mission of Lincoln Memorial 
Garden is to honor the memory  

of Abraham Lincoln through 
re-creation of the native landscape
he would have known, and to serve 

as a place to find inspiration in 
the changing seasons, learn 

stewardship of the environment
and explore the relationship 

among plants, wildlife, water, soil, 
and sunlight in an atmosphere

of peace and beauty.

According to eBird.org, the first 2022 Illinois 

sighting of an eastern bluebird was recorded in 

Peoria County on January 1.

Bluebirds nest in old woodpecker holes and 

natural tree cavities but readily adapt to human-

made nest boxes, such as those at Lincoln 

Memorial Garden.

Data are reported to the Cornell Lab of 

Ornithology NestWatch program, meaning that 

the activities on the prairies at LMG contribute 

to a larger study on bird populations.

Observant Garden hikers often ask Kammin 

why most of the nest boxes are placed in pairs 

10 to 15 feet apart. 

Nesting Box Success at Lincoln Memorial Garden

According to Wade Kammin, owner of Wild 

Birds Unlimited in Springfield, the Lincoln 

Memorial Garden bluebird box project started 

informally in 2011. 

“I contacted LMG about installing a couple 

of bluebird houses in the prairies as a way to 

help out and, selfishly, because I wanted a way 

to enjoy bluebirds,” Kammin explained. 

In 2013, following the initial success 

of seeing baby bluebirds fledge, Wild Birds 

Unlimited donated more houses, and a 

15-house bluebird trail was established 

throughout both the Ostermeier and Cawley 

Prairies. 

“With a larger trail set up, members of the 

Master Naturalist group offered to help monitor 

the boxes,” Kammin continued. “We hold 

regular meetings to coordinate schedules and 

to train monitoring skills. Boxes are monitored 

every week from early spring through late 

summer and data is collected on species, 

number of eggs laid and how many babies 

fledge.” 

“Tree swallows also use these nest boxes 

and are dominant over the bluebird,” Kammin 

explained. “Given a chance, the swallows 

might take over every house if they were spaced 

singly. A pair of tree swallows nesting in one 

house generally won’t tolerate another pair of 

swallows nesting nearby. They will, however, 

accept a pair of bluebirds as neighbors. The 

close placement of the boxes allows both 

species the opportunity to raise young.”

Nest box monitors also have recorded 

nesting house wrens, Carolina wrens, black-

capped chickadees and house sparrows utilizing 

boxes at the Garden.

When walking the trails skirting Ostermeier 

and Cawley Prairies this spring, take a moment 

and pause to delight in the warbled “cheer, 

cheerily, cheer-cheerful-charmer” song of a 

courting eastern bluebird.

To learn more about constructing bluebird 

boxes and establishing a bluebird trail visit 

illinois.gov/dnr/education/Documents/

BLUEBIRD.pdf.  

New MembersNew Members

Becky Aiken

Lee Boblitt

Brigitte Franzen

Mary Hitt

David Holloway

Emily M. Lee

Michelle Lucas

Katie J. Mailey

Hillary Nevins

Craig P. Reynolds

Amanda L. Rollins

Bill Roseberry

Christopher Schnell

Christine Scribner

Rebecca Steele

Savannah Wainwright
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Photos and article by Susan Dees Hargrove

Lincoln Memorial Garden has the perfect 

habitat for “great silk moths.” If you have ever 

seen the ethereal pale green luna moth with 

lavender and golden touches, white furry body 

and flowing graceful tails, you have seen a great 

silk moth. The caramel polyphemus moth, 

adorned with black, grey, pink and white, 

flashing its stunning gold and black eyespots, is 

another example. I have seen both at LMG. 

Don’t feel too bad if you have never seen 

one of these beautiful moths. They are not that 

common and becoming less so. They only live 

long enough to reproduce or become bird or 

bat food, so a week-old luna moth is considered 

elderly. They have no mouthparts or digestive 

system, having done all their eating as ravenous 

caterpillars. As adults, the moths live off the 

stored fats accumulated during the caterpillar 

stage. Most of these moths are large, ranging 

from 2–6.5 inches in wingspan, depending 

on the species. Most of them are very colorful, 

and most have eyespots on the wings. They 

are called “great silk moths” because at one 

time it was thought they could provide silk 

commercially from their cocoons. (This did not 

work out.)

Why is LMG considered a perfect habitat 

for these creatures of the night? It has to do 

with what the caterpillars eat, how much 

light there is at night, insecticide use and how 

many predators are present. Great silk moth 

caterpillars eat the leaves of certain species of 

native trees and some shrubs, many of which 

are available at LMG. These moths and most 

others are drawn to lights at night, where they 

become easy prey for bats, toads and other 

predators; LMG has only the few necessary 

security lights on at night. LMG also uses the 

bare minimum of insecticides for vegetation 

management purposes. 

This article will explain more about the life 

cycles of several great silk moths I have seen in 

and near LMG during my 30 years of being a 

Garden neighbor and 50 years of rearing great 

silk moths. 

The lovely luna moth has a wingspan 

of 3.75–5.25 inches and can be seen starting 

in late April through June in Illinois. They 

are double brooded. Second-brood moths 

can be found in late July and August. There 

can be a partial third brood in the south. 

Caterpillars of the last brood spin cocoons that 

then overwinter until the following spring. 

Caterpillars eat mainly walnut and hickory 

leaves but will also eat leaves from sumac, 

birch, persimmon or sweet gum. LMG has all of 

these species. I have raised them on sweet gum 

and birch. Mature luna caterpillars are almost 

2.5” long, lime green with yellow markings 

and red accents. When it is time to spin their 

cocoons, the caterpillars turn a beautiful pink 

and then crawl down to the ground, wrap up 

in leaves and spin their cocoons. The cocoon is 

thin and papery, and the pupa wriggles around 

a lot.

Like most great silk moths, when the luna 

moth emerges from its cocoon, it climbs up 

to a secure perch and hangs. The wings look 

like wadded-up paper. The abdomen is overly 

large, engorged with fluid. Within 15 minutes 

of the moth pumping fluid into the hollow 

wing-veins, the wings become their full size 

and very soft, and the abdomen is back to its 

final, smaller size. The moth hangs motionless 

for several hours while the wings harden and 

become flight-worthy. Typically, the luna moth 

will continue to stay perched at the emergence 

site until evening. It is conserving its limited 

energy for breeding, as well as camouflaging 

itself from predators by looking like a leaf. At 

dusk or after, the male luna moths vibrate their 

wings in order to warm up the flight muscles 

sufficiently to fly. The females usually will stay 

at their emergence sites until they are bred, 

unless they are disturbed by a predator or other 

creature.

Great silk moth reproduction is an 

incredible miracle of exquisite timing. The 

female of each species is packed with around 

300 eggs. She can mate only on her first or 

possibly second night of life. If that doesn’t 

Great silk moths of Lincoln Memorial Garden

Above: A freshly emerged female luna moth found near 
Lincoln Memorial Garden on April 30, 2015. 

The two polyphemus moths are a mated 
pair after finishing mating. The female is 
on the left and the male on the right. The 

female is one I raised in July 2021, 
and the male is one she “called in.” 

Note the color variations.
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Above: A polyphemus caterpillar that I had found crawling 
down our silver maple tree in October 2020. That caterpillar 
ended up turning into a female moth that I then bred and 
raised her babies.

happen in time, she must lay her eggs anyway, 

and then there will be no caterpillars and no 

next generation from that female. Each species 

has a particular nonauditory “calling time” in 

which the females give off a pheromone unique 

to that species. Males can “smell” a scant one 

or several pheromone particles from up to two 

miles away from a female. The males then fly 

towards the calling female, and she chooses one 

as a mate. If the weather is stormy or cold, these 

cold-blooded moths will not fly or mate. If the 

population of a certain species is low, there may 

be no males for the available females, and no 

breeding occurs. A bat or bird or mouse may 

also detect the unmated moths and eat them. 

If the male manages to find the female, and 

she accepts him, they mate for nearly 24 hours. 

During that time, the moths are vulnerable to 

predation. After mating is finished, the female 

flies to various acceptable larval food plants and 

lays eggs on leaves at night until she is spent. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:  Susan Dees Hargrove 

is a life member of LMG and has loved 

wandering the trails for over half a century.

The polyphemus moth has a wingspan 

of 4.5–6 inches and a lot of color variation. 

The base color can range from a rich caramel 

to a pale tan, with lots of black or hardly 

any around the rear wing eyespots. Some 

polyphemus moths are suffused richly with 

pinks, and others have very little.  Polyphemus 

moths, like the luna, are double brooded and 

occur at roughly the same time as the lunas. 

Larvae eat over 50 kinds of trees and shrubs, 

including maples, birches, cherries, apple, 

dogwood, elm, oak, poplar, plum, roses, 

walnuts and willows. LMG has many maples, 

as well as most of the other species on the list 

above. I have raised polyphemus caterpillars on 

maple and oak. Mature polyphemus caterpillars 

are nearly three inches long, almost fluorescent 

green, with parallel yellow lines along their 

sides and glowing silver and red bumps on each 

segment. The mature caterpillar wraps itself in a 

leaf, spins the cocoon and spins the leaf petiole 

to the branch. Polyphemus cocoons are about 

the size of luna cocoons but are hard and white. 

The cocoons can be found swinging in the wind 

from branch tips. Polyphemus caterpillars also 

may climb down from trees and spin cocoons 

elsewhere. One time I was cycling along East 

Lake Drive by LMG at six in the morning in 

the cool of a 100-degree forecast day and saw 

something large and brown in the road. It was 

a polyphemus moth! Thankfully, there were 

no cars coming. I put it on a tree at LMG and 

cycled on, smiling.

Perhaps you may be fortunate enough 

to find a great silk moth or its caterpillar or 

cocoon at LMG. Keep your eyes open—you 

never know! 

New orienteering 
courses continue 
history of Scouting 
at LMG

by Luke Hockenyos, Life Scout, Troop 13 (Abraham 

Lincoln Council, Scouts BSA)

Lincoln Memorial Garden has long been 

home to wonderful educational opportunities 

for people of all ages. From Ecology Camp to 

Master Naturalist classes, LMG has provided 

opportunities to become engrossed in nature. 

From even the earliest plantings of the 

Garden, youth volunteers have been integral to 

furthering the Garden’s mission, with Scouts 

aiding in the plantings of some of the first 

acorns. 

This tradition continues, with many 

Scouts completing their Eagle Scout projects 

throughout the Garden. On a recent hike, you 

may have noticed small pavers with green 

placards scattered around the garden. I had the 

opportunity to create an orienteering course at 

the Garden as a part of my Eagle Scout project. 

In Springfield, we currently have very few 

orienteering courses, most of which suffer 

from issues of age and inaccuracy and are not 

accessible to most people. I aim to change this 

and familiarize more people with the skills of 

navigation and orienteering, the sport of point-

to-point navigation. As a part of this project, 

three orienteering courses have been erected in 

the Garden. Small markers have been placed 

at each control point throughout the Garden; 

these correspond to a pamphlet that lays out 

the instructions for the courses. Orienteers 

will learn about the history of the Garden and 

explore some of its most iconic areas. 

The orienteering pamphlets are now 

available on the Lincoln Memorial Garden 

website, in both digital and printable 

versions: http://lincolnmemorialgarden.

org/education/orienteering/. Next time 

you embark on a Lincoln Memorial Garden 

adventure through the gorgeous landscape 

designed by Jens Jensen, take a new challenge 

and learn some new skills!   

Bird hikes
Kevin Veara, marking his twenty-fifth year of leading bird hikes at 

the Garden, returns to the trails this spring in search of feathered visitors 

and residents. Hikes begin at the Nature Center at 8 a.m. on the following 

Saturdays: April 16, 23 and 30 and May 7, 14 and 21. Bird hikes are free 

and open to the public. 
Yellow-rumped warbler
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Thank You to Our Many Supporters!

Annual Fund Donors

Margaret Ackerman
Charles and Jean Adams
Dick and Helen Adorjan
Tom Ala
Community Foundation for the Land 

of Lincoln
John Allen and Patti Hodges
Jan Anderson
Judith Anderson
Mark and Cynthia Anderson
Mary Sarah Anglum
Cindy Appenzeller
James Spannagel
Mike and Vicki Armstrong
Gail Austin
Celeste and Steven Bailey
Patricia Ann Bally
Ann Bambrick (in honor of Paul and 

Ruth Biggers)
Ralph and Karen Barr
Edward and Judy Bedore
Sandy Bellatti
Vivian Bennett-Held
Richard and Carolyn Berning
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Beveridge
Paul and Ruth Biggers
William and Christine Blinn
Mary Blumle
Michael Bowers
Martha Bradley
Mike and Sandy Brewer
Curtis and Dorothy Brickey
Charles and Patricia Broers
Alyce Brooks (in memory of Jason 

Nagle)
Robert Brouse
Daniel and Lynn Brown
Neil and Katie Brumleve
Chelsy and Josh Buffat
Abby and Carl Buoy
Karen Camp
Jackie A. Carey
James and Kay Caruso
Caroline Cavalier
Deborah Cavanaugh-Grant
Richard and Phyllis Cheaney
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Chesley
Michael and Susan Childress
Ken and Gwen Childs
Tom Christensen
Linda Chronister (in memory of Grady 

Chronister)
Cassandra Claman
Thomas and Lisa Clay
Keith and Barbara Clayton

Brenda Cloyd
Ryan Cochran
Virginia Cochran
Max and Linda Comstock
Tricia Copeland
Sheila Crain
Susan Cull
Tom and Nancy Curry
Polly and Mark Danforth
Mary Lou Davis
Sarah Davis
Steve Davis and Janet Hawes-Davis
Megan and Chad DeFrain
Shawn and Mary Ann Denney
Tom and Paula Denny
Craig Dickey
Michael and Carol Diedrichsen
Julie Dirksen
Kathryn and David Dobrinic
Linda Dunbar
Dan and Carolyn Dungan
James and Patricia Dunn
Bob and Carol Dyson
Don Ecklund
John and Julia Eggold
Mary Ann Egizio
Diane and Gary Elmer
Mary Anne Elson
Randy Erford
Helen Evenson
Michael and Meise Fahsl
George T. and Phyllis Fairchild
Veronica and Dale Fesser
Bruce Finne
Susan and Doug Flanagan
Linda and Mark Flotow
Kevin and Kendra Floyd
Jeff Foust
Sandy Gabriel
Ms. Lee Gaeding
Joan Gardner
Jerry Gaston
Michael Gillette
Kathleen Glenn
Margaret Goodwin
Jim and Mary Grundel
Nancy and James Hall
John and Ruth Ann Hamilton
Melvin and Cheryl Hamman
Kathy Handy
Tom and Jeanne Handy
June and Tom Harmon
Steve and Jeannette Hassebrock
James and Susan Helm
Lewis and Elisabeth Herndon
Richard and Carol Herndon
Kathy Hoffmann

Donna and Michael Holinga
Grady and Kathleen Holley
Vera and Andrew Holman
Ron and Beth Horwedel
Richard and Deborah Huffman
Bill and Carol Hunt
Nancy Hunter
Doranne Jacobson
Glenn and Jan Jones
J. Patrick and Janice M. Joyce
Hilda Justison
Wade Kammin
Lisa and Gene Kamp
Jack Kanady
John Kang
Patricia and Sheppard Kelly
Rob and Cynthia Kennedy
Tom and Frances King
Scott and Karen Kirk
Nancy Klemm
Nicholas Klobuchar
Elizabeth Kloppenburg
John and Patricia Kloppenburg
Timothy and Priscilla Kluge
David and Cathy Kolaz
Lois Korda
Patricia Kowal
Ann Kramer
Fred Kramer
Sharon and John Kwedar
Pat and Sue Landgrebe
Brenda Larison
Jill Leka
Steve and Gail Leonard
Colin and Melissa Liberman
Cheryl and Samuel Lipe
Ann M. Londrigan (in memory of Carol 

Londrigan) 
Mike and Linda Luepke
Greg and Kari Lutchka
Linda K. Mabus
Meredith Mahoney
Sabrina Manci
Kent and Sue Massie
Jim and Linny Matheis
Carol McCue and John Perkins
Katie and Jake McCulley
Kent and Pam McFarland
Mary Ann McLean
Joe and Lynn McMenamin (in memory 

of Melvin Wing)
Nancy McTaggart
David and Diane Merchant
Arthur Meyer
Mary Caroline Mitchell
Scott and Marlene Mulford
Marie Murfin
Gale Myers
Vivian Najim
Glen and Debbie Naugle

J. Anthony Nelson
Kathleen O’Bryen
Lynn Pardie
Greg and Kathy Park
Susan Park
Darryl and Bonnie Parr
Mary and James Patton
Sandy and Claudio Pecori
Hiram Phillips
Michael and Marla Pick
Randy and Nancy Pickett
Ann Pictor
Virginia Pictor
Pattie and Mike Piotrowski
Frank and Janet Pisani
Jeanne Pittman
Maureen and Randall Pletcher
Karen H. Pletsch
Ernest and Ruth Poani
Kevin Poehls
James and Mary Jo Potter
Charlene Powell
George and Lydia Preckwinkle
Fred and Judy Prillaman
Mary Ann Rackauskas
Jennifer Ramm
Samantha Reif
Todd and Angie Rettig
Marion Richter
Cathleen and Randell D. Riley
Mary Catherine Ring
Bill and Barbara Rogers
Karen and Jay Rogers
Ray and Mary Beth Roland
Christopher P. Romaine
Penny and Alan Roth
Jeannette Ryan
Rob and Sue Sampson
Jo Ann Satterfield
Gary Schechter
Wayne Schimpff
Cathy Schmidt and Kay Vetter
Judy Schnapp
Barbara and Charles Schweighauser
Lynn and Steve Scott
Virginia and David Scott
Marlene Seaborn
Fran Sehring
Michael and Susan J. Shaw
Ada Lynn Shrewsbury
Val Simhauser
Steven Simpson-Black
Tom Skelly and Karen McNaught
Dan Skinner
Cathy and Doug Slater
Charles and Judy Smith
Deborah Klang Smith
Walter and Cora Smith
Susan Soler
Jan Sorenson-Hill and Dwain Hill
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Memorials
To the following individuals 

who have chosen to honor the 

memory of a loved one with a gift 

to Lincoln Memorial Garden,  

we say thank you.

In memory of Judy Kramer:

v Carl and Brenda Anderson

v Brent and Janica Baird

v Amber Chandler

v Mary and James Daugherty

v Charles Kresse

v Michael and Marsha Matzke

v Cynthia and Timothy          

              McDonald

v Roger and Melissa Pfeiffer

v Delford and Portia Richter

v Dana and Kent Weatherby

v Vicki Zook

In memory of Virginia Forrer:

v Wylma Graves

v Illinois Queen Initiative

v Bill and Barbara Rogers

v Barbara and Charles  

     Schweighauser

v Cathy and Doug Slater

v Angela Zinnen

v Jacqueline Charles

Hilda Justison gave in memory of 

Mark Justison.

George and Phyllis Fairchild gave 

in memory of Edwin Pearsons.

Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Hammel gave in 

memory of Orvetta Robinson.

Thank you, Nathalie Gasper, for 

giving to the Garden in honor of 

Cathy Slater.

Thomas and Susie Spada
Greg and Karen Sparks
Springfield Lakeshore Improvement 

Association
Francie D. Staggs
David and Cathy Steckel
Kenneth and Debra Stetyick
Barbara and Warren Stiska
Jeffrey and Linda Storm
Janet and David Stover (in honor of 

Mike Steinhauser) 
Nicky Stratton
Bruce Strom
James R. Struebing
Evelyn Brandt Thomas
Ricardo Thompson
Dottie Troop
Bart and Penny Troy
Henry and Mary Trutter
Thomas Trutter
Ron and Ann Tucker
Julia Ulaszek
Al and Diane Urbanckas
Wilma Van Scyoc and Mitch Roth
Janice Vanderveen
Gary Vitale
Jennifer Walker
Lorine and Richard Wallin
William Walter
Patrick Walwer
Stanley and Mary Jo Wasser (in 

memory of Andy and Edie Glosecki)
Anne Murphy Watson
John and Patricia Webber
Diane Webster
John Weitekamp and Frances Mat-

thews
Linda Wheeler
Marcia Wherry
Doug and Joanne Whitley
Deborah Wilderman
Karen and Randy Witter
Laurie and Barry White
Julie Wullner
Debbie K. Yeaman
Christine Zeman
William Zimmer
Jerry and Helen Zoellner

2022 8K Trail Run Donors 
Bill and Barbara Rogers

Children’s Garden Donors
Carol and Edgar Yee

Fall Harvest Festival Donors
Rick and Kathy Wright

Woodland wildflower hikes
In April and May, the Garden explodes into an array of color 

as spring woodland wildflowers begin to bloom. Come out and 

experience the show with one of our wildflower hikes. These are a perfect 

opportunity to learn about these splendid spring arrivals, from the 

earliest bloodroot to the end-of-season Celendine poppies. Join one of 

our naturalists on the following Sundays: April 24, May 1 and May 8. All 

hikes begin in front of the Nature Center at 2 p.m. 

The forest is the therapist:  
Forest Bathing comes to LMG

Forest Bathing, also called 

Forest Therapy, is a practice of 

deepening a sense of connection or 

relationship with nature through a 

one-and-a-half to two-hour walk. It 

is typically a slow wander through 

nature, but it can be adapted in 

many ways for different groups and 

abilities. A Forest Bathing walk is 

not a naturalist walk, a rigorous 

walk or actual bathing (all clothes 

stay on!) The experience is led by 

a certified guide, who does not 

serve as a therapist—the forest is 

considered the therapist—whose  

role is to open the possible connections by offering suggestions (which 

we call invitations) that help the participant develop a more sensory 

and embodied relationship with the surrounding nature and forest. In 

addition, this experience has been shown to lower blood pressure, reduce 

anxiety and depression and help us slow down from our hectic lives.

Lincoln Memorial Garden will be hosting two Forest Therapy 

sessions during the month of April. Longtime Garden member and 

supporter Cassandra Claman will serve as the guide for these sessions. 

In order to enhance the overall experience, group size is limited, and 

preregistration is required. The next session will begin at 9:30 a.m. on 

April 23. The cost is $25 for members and $30 for nonmembers. Please 

contact the Garden at (217) 529-1111 if you have any questions.

Learn more about Forest Therapy here:  https://www.natureand 

foresttherapy.earth/about/the-practice-of-forest-therapy  

Photo by Virginia Scott
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Tuesday, April 12 ........... 5 p.m. ................................Woodland Wildflower Plant Sale closes (online only)
Saturday, April 16 ......................................................Plant Sale order pickup (Ostermeier Prairie Center)
Saturday, April 16 .......... 8 a.m. ................................Bird Hike
Thursday, April 21 ......... 5–6 p.m. ............................Volunteer social hour
Thursday, April 21 ......... 6–8 p.m. ............................Volunteer Dinner and Larry’s Retirement Reception
Saturday, April 23 .......... 8 a.m. ................................Bird Hike
Saturday, April 23 .......... 10 a.m.–12 noon ..............Junior Naturalists (5–8 years): April Showers
Saturday, April 23 .......... 1–3 p.m. ............................Senior Naturalists (8–12 years): April Showers 
Saturday, April 23 .......... 9:30 a.m. ...........................Forest Therapy
Sunday, April 24 ............ 2 p.m. ................................Wildflower Hike
Wednesday, April 27 ..... 10–11 a.m./1–2 p.m. ........Tiny Adventurers (3–5 years)
Thursday, April 28 ......... 7 p.m. ................................Frogs & Toads program with Marissa Jones
Friday, April 29 ..........................................................Prairie Plant Sale opens (online only)
Saturday, April 30 .......... 8 a.m. ................................Bird Hike
Sunday, May 1 ............... 2 p.m. ................................Wildflower Hike
Saturday, May 7 ............. 8 a.m. ................................Bird Hike
Sunday, May 8 ............... 2 p.m. ................................Wildflower Hike
Tuesday, May 10 ............ 5 p.m. ................................Prairie Plant Sale closes (online only)
Saturday, May 14 .......................................................Prairie Plant Sale order pickup
Saturday, May 14 ........... 8 a.m. ................................Bird Hike
Saturday, May 21 ........... 10 a.m.–12 noon ..............Junior Naturalists (5–8 years): Fox & Coyotes
Saturday, May 21 ........... 1–3 p.m. ............................Senior Naturalists (8–12 years): Fox & Coyotes
Saturday, May 21 ........... 8 a.m. ................................Bird Hike
Sunday, May 22 ............. 11:00 a.m.–1 p.m. .............Lunch in Bloom
Wednesday, May 25 ....... 10–11 a.m./1–2 p.m. ........Tiny Adventurers (3–5 years)
Thursday, May 26 .......... 7 p.m. ................................Osprey program with Dr. Ting (UIS)
Saturday, May 28 ........... 10 a.m. ...............................Monarch butterfly program and milkweed giveaway
Saturday, June 4 .........................................................8K Trail Race and Kids Fun Run

CALENDAR


